Abstract-Driving in urban environments often presents difficult situations that require expert maneuvering of a vehicle. These situations become even more challenging when considering large vehicles, such as buses. We present a path planning framework that addresses the demanding driving task of buses in urban areas. The approach is formulated as an optimization problem using the road-aligned vehicle model. The road-aligned frame introduces a distortion on the vehicle body and obstacles, motivating the development of novel approximations that capture this distortion. These approximations allow for the formulation of safe and nonconservative collision avoidance constraints. Unlike other path planning approaches, our method exploits curbs and other sweepable regions, which a bus must often sweep over in order to manage certain maneuvers. Furthermore, it takes full advantage of the particular characteristics of buses, namely the overhangs, an elevated part of the vehicle chassis, that can sweep over curbs. Simulations are presented, showing the applicability and benefits of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous driving is a fast developing technology, with promises of increased safety, efficiency, and comfort. One interesting application is the automation of public urban transportation systems [1] . Urban driving presents several challenges, such as tight roads and complex maneuvers, which become even harder when considering buses.
Path planning deals with the problem of finding paths for a vehicle to follow. These paths must be collision free and comply with the non-holonomic constraints of the vehicle. Furthermore, they should be optimized with respect to criteria such as comfort, safety, and efficiency. Path planning is the subject of extensive research, however, a literature review shows a lack of applications targeting buses (mostly passenger vehicles are considered, as indicated by surveys [2] , [3] ), and as such, the particular challenges faced by buses have been overlooked.
A particular behavior in bus drivers is that of using the height of the chassis when maneuvering. Fig. 1 shows that the chassis ahead and behind the wheels of the bus, hereby referred to as overhangs, is quite elevated. Bus drivers often allow the overhangs to sweep outside of the road limits and over curbs, in order to more easily maneuver the vehicle. This work takes advantage of this behavior, planning collision free paths that can sweep outside of the road and over curbs.
The road-aligned vehicle model used in this work, is particularly suited for road driving, but it comes with the drawback of introducing distortions in the vehicle body, making the obstacle avoidance task challenging. These distortions can often be ignored when considering short vehicles driving on low curvature roads, such as highways, but become critical when considering long vehicles driving on high curvature roads, as is the case in urban bus driving. To deal with this, we propose novel vehicle body approximations, that capture the distortions of the road-aligned frame, and ensure safe and not excessively conservative obstacle avoidance.
This work proposes a novel path planner that:
• tackles the challenging task of bus driving in urban environments, taking full advantage of the overhangs of buses to sweep over curbs and low height obstacles; • uses a new approximation technique for the distortions affecting the vehicle body and obstacles; • explicitly distinguishes between obstacle, sweepable, and drivable regions. Section II gives an overview of related work. Section III introduces the road-aligned frame and the novel approximations for the vehicle body distortions. Section IV presents the challenges addressed in this work and a problem formulation. Simulation results are presented in Section V, and the final section concludes and lists future work directions.
II. RELATED WORK
In [4] , the authors make use of rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT), proposing several algorithmic changes that make it suitable for autonomous road driving. [5] further expands on the RRT, targeting it to heavy-duty vehicles with limited retardation capabilities. Both works disregard narrow roads, a common scenario for buses.
In [6] , [7] , the solution space is discretized according to a state lattice. Although efficient, this approach requires discretization, which invalidates infinitely many possible good solution paths, and can result in oscillatory behavior [8] . Furthermore, the discretization can make these planners fail in highly constrained environments. To deal with this, [9] extends upon the A* search algorithm used in lattice search.
Optimization approaches can also be used, the main advantage being the smoothness of the solutions and a straightforward encoding of the vehicle model [10] . A combined trajectory planning and control approach, formulated as a nonlinear model predictive control method is presented in [11] . Simulation results show its effectiveness even in challenging emergency maneuvers.
Trajectory planning can also be formulated as sequential linear programming, as in [12] , which targets the case of passenger vehicles. However, the proposed solution cannot be applied to buses. Long vehicles, together with sharp turns, result in unmodeled distortion effects that invalidate the collision avoidance constraints. Thus, [13] introduces approximations that seek to ensure collision free paths. Although safe, the approximations are too conservative, and the planner might fail in highly constrained environments. [13] is the first work that, to the best of our knowledge, addresses minimization of the bus overhang exiting the road.
In this work, we build upon [13] , and introduce a novel approximation method for vehicle body distortions, developing a path planner that guarantees safe collision free solutions, without conservative approximations.
III. MODELING
We introduce the road-aligned vehicle model used and propose a new approximation for the vehicle body, which deals with distortions introduced by the road-aligned frame.
A. Vehicle model
We describe the vehicle state evolution using the spacebased road-aligned vehicle model used in [13] . The model describes the vehicle state using a frame that moves along a reference path. This model is chosen since it allows for the convex formulation of common on-road optimization objectives and is independent of time.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the road-aligned vehicle states are given by (s, e y , e ψ ) corresponding to the distance along the reference path s, the lateral displacement e y , and the orientation difference e ψ between the vehicle heading and the path heading ψ. These states are defined w.r.t. a reference path γ. The vehicle is controlled by input u corresponding to the vehicle curvature, which is related to the steering wheel angle φ as u = tan (φ) /L, where L is the wheelbase length.
The reference path is uniformly discretized across its length every ∆s, so that
, where s i = i∆s. To obtain a linear system, the vehicle model is linearized around reference states given bys
. This results in a linear system of the form
T . The reader is referred to [13] for further details about the formulation of the space-based road-aligned vehicle model, which are skipped for the sake of brevity.
B. Conversion to road-aligned frame
A cartesian position p ∈ R 2 , can be converted to the roadaligned frame using a geometric algorithm. We define the reference path γ as the map γ :s → (x, y) ∈ R 2 , where the domain is the discretized path length. One can convert p to the road-aligned frame, by finding the location γ(ŝ), in which the normal to the path is pointing towardsp.ê y is then ||γ(ŝ)−p||. We define this conversion as T : p ∈ R 2 → (s, e y ) ∈s × R. T is useful when one needs to evaluate the vehicle body in the road-aligned frame. Fig. 3 illustrates the results of T , when converting points along the vehicle edge.
C. Distortions in the road-aligned frame
When planning a path it is necessary to take into account the vehicle body and check it against obstacles. When using the road-aligned model, it is necessary to account for the heavy distortion of objects due to transformation T , shown in Fig. 3 . Since T is obtained via a geometric algorithm, an analytical approximation of it is of interest, in order to be able to use optimization algorithms. In the following, we derive such an approximation.
Given a road aligned vehicle state (s, e y , e ψ ) and the corresponding cartesian state (x, y, ψ), corresponding to position and orientation, one can compute the first order Taylor expansion for a point along the vehicle edge. Assuming a vehicle body edge point located at positionp, one can get the corresponding road aligned coordinates as (ŝ,ê y ) = T (p) (see Fig. 3 ). Assuming a fixedŝ, the first order Taylor expansion w.r.t. e y and e ψ , around linearization point (s,ē y ,ē ψ ), is computed:
where T ey is T with a co-domain corresponding to the lateral displacement e y only. Note that p depends on vehicle states e y and e ψ , as they determine the vehicle position and orientation, and by consequence, the location of points on the vehicle body. The partial derivatives can be approximated via a finite difference formula. However this requires numerous calls to the geometric method T ey , which is computationally expensive. Instead, we propose an alternative approximation to the partial derivatives which is faster to compute.
D. Arc-circle approximation
In the road-aligned coordinate frame, the edges of the vehicle body are distorted to curves that resemble arc-circles, as seen in Fig. 4 . We exploit this insight to formulate an approximation to the partial derivatives in Eq. (1) .
During experiments, it was observed that the edges can be approximated by an arc-circle with a radius similar to the inverse of the reference path curvature, κ −1 , evaluated at length s. Moreover, the center of the arc-circle is located perpendicularly to the vehicle rear axle (s, e y , e ψ ). We thus have for the center of the arc-circle (see Fig. 4 ): Depending on the edge to be considered, left or right, the arc radius r ± is equal to the inverse of the road curvature, plus or minus half the width ω of the vehicle, that is, r ± = κ −1 ± ω/2. The expression of the circle to which the arc belongs to is then:
Assuming a constantŝ, and writing in order toê y , the previous expression becomes:
e y (e y , e ψ ) = c ey + r 2
whereê y corresponds to the lateral offset of the edge, evaluated at lengthŝ. We writeê y (e y , e ψ ) to highlight the dependency on vehicle states e y and e ψ . In essence, this approximation assumes that the different points along the vehicle edge can be thought to belong to an arc-circle that is attached to the vehicle state (e y , e ψ ). Relying on this dependency, we approximate the partial derivatives in equation (1) by the partial derivatives ofê y :
Doing so, we skip the computationally expensive process of computing the partial derivatives of T ey via finite differences. The previous procedure gives us an expression for Eq. (1). The positional constraint p ey ≤ê y , which forces a vehicle body edge point to be contained in a certain region, can then written, by reorganizing the terms in Eq. (1), as:
Where p ey ∈ R is the position constraint (e.g., corresponding to the boundary of an obstacle), P ∈ R 2 is a row vector for the terms associated with z = [e y , e ψ ]
T , and p ∈ R is a scalar, encompassing all constant terms in Eq. (1).
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We introduce the objectives and constraints that path solutions must take into account. Special attention is given to the challenges faced by buses, which must be dealt with by developing special constraints for the overhang parts.
A. Driving objectives
A goal in on-road driving is to drive as much as possible in the center of the lane. Assuming that the reference path corresponds to the center of the lane, as is often the case in on-road driving, we define the optimization objective J center to be the squared Euclidean norm of the lateral displacement, (e y,0 , e y,1 , . . . , e y,N ) 2 2 . Passenger comfort is also of importance, especially in buses. Thus, we introduce the minimization objective J smooth given by
2 . Minimizing J smooth results in a smooth control input profile, i.e. steering profile, which in turn results in more comfortable driving.
B. Overhangs and environment classification
Buses have relatively big overhangs (see Fig. 1 ), when compared to other vehicles. The overhangs allow the bus to have a large passenger capacity, while keeping the wheelbase small, which increases the turning radius. Furthermore, the smaller wheelbase allows for a better load balance on the vehicle chassis. Experienced drivers take advantage of the height of the overhangs, and use it to better maneuver the vehicle. Often a driver maneuvers the bus in a way that allows the overhangs to sweep over curbs.
Planning approaches typically take into account the dimensions of the vehicle body and use it to compute collision free paths. It is common to split the planning space using a binary classification into obstacle or obstacle free regions [14] . Buses suffer from such a classification scheme, as they do not allow sweeping over low height obstacles.
To address this issue, we introduce a three-label approach, classifying the space into three different regions, as shown in Fig. 5 . The obstacle region corresponds to obstacles that the vehicle body cannot collide with. The sweepable region corresponds to obstacles of height lower than the overhangs, such as curbs, that can be swept over by the overhangs of the bus. The drivable region corresponds to the road lane, where the wheels are allowed to be.
To formulate the obstacle constraints we make use of the arc-circle approximation introduced in Sec. III-D, and repeat it for K equispaced points along the vehicle edge, for both edges. Each point is then constrained, using Eq. (6), to be inside the left or right obstacle region boundaries, depending on which vehicle edge is considered. The obstacle constraints for all vehicle edge points can then be packed together as:
where p obs,i ey ∈ R 2K , P i ∈ R 2K×2 , and p i ∈ R 2K . The 2K rows of Eq. (7) correspond each to a positional constraint in the form of Eq. (6).
Analogously, we limit the wheelbase to be inside the drivable region, by formulating the arc-circle approximation for M equispaced points along the wheelbase edges. The resulting drivable region constraints are:
where q
, and q i ∈ R 2M . To minimize overhangs entering the sweepable region, we first introduce optimization variable σ corresponding to the amount of overhang exiting the drivable region. Then, the arc-circle approximation is used for the four vehicle corner points. Combining with the drivable region limits, together with the constraint that σ must be non-negative, we get:
where r driv,i ey . This minimization objective, together with the constraints defined previously, make σ a measurement of the amount of overhang that exits the drivable region. Thus, minimizing J overhang results in reducing the amount of overhang exiting the road.
C. System constraints
We also define the state evolution constraints, corresponding to the discretized space-based road-aligned vehicle model introduced in Section III-A:
Furthemore, it is necessary for the planned path to start from the current vehicle state, and with the current steering angle. This originates constraints:
Finally, we introduce constraints related to actuator limits, which are formulated as:
u max and u max are space-based limitations of the curvature that reflect magnitude and rate limits of the steering actuator. 
D. Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) formulation
Combining all the optimization objectives and constraints mentioned before, one can formulate the following QP, [15] :
With optimization variable u corresponding to control inputs (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u N -1 ).
The optimal inputs u * , and vehicle states e * y , e * ψ , which are the solution to the optimization problem (10), can be relatively far from the linearization referencesū,ē y ,ē ψ . This means that the vehicle body approximations (7), (8) , and (9) lose accuracy, possibly resulting in planned paths that violate the vehicle body constraints.
To overcome this problem, we use Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) [12] . In SQP, problem (10) is sequentially solved, and at each iteration, the previous solution becomes the linearization reference for the current QP. Thus, we can guarantee that the final QP solution has an arbitrarily small distance to the linearization reference. By setting the allowed distance to a small value, we can enforce the quality of our approximations.
As the succesive linearizations of the problem are solved, one gets that e * y →ē y and e * ψ →ē ψ . This in turn indicates that the first order Taylor expansion (1) converges to the constant term, i.e.,ê y → T ey (p), corresponding to the exact value of the edge location. Thus, as SQP progresses along iterations, so does the approximation become more accurate.
V. RESULTS
A. Wheelbase constraints and overhang minimization Fig. 6 shows the influence of wheelbase constraints (8) and optimization objective J overhang on the planned paths. If both J overhang and (8) are disregarded, the vehicle follows the center of the road (Fig. 6 left) . Considering constraint (8) forces the vehicle to the inside of the turn in order to keep the wheelbase inside the road lane (Fig. 6 center) . By also minimizing J overhang the planned path is further pushed to the inside of the turn (Fig. 6 right) .
The maximum amount that the vehicle body exited the road is also measured, and it can be seen that it is greatly reduced from 1.29 meters to 0.85 meters once the constraints and optimization objective are added. This results in less invasive maneuvers for vehicles on adjacent lanes.
B. Highly constrained maneuver
One of the biggest challenges that path planners face are highly constrained scenarios, where the solution must pass through small obstacle free regions [9] . We set up a scenario where an obstacle on the road forms a passage with low clearance, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . One could imagine this to be a possible representation of a scenario in which there is a temporarily stopped vehicle on the side of the road. Fig. 7 shows that the path planner is able to find a collision free solution that makes the vehicle progress through the low clearance passage. Furthermore, the planned path makes use of the sweepable region, allowing the overhangs to exit the road limits, while keeping the wheelbase contained in the drivable region corresponding to the road. If the overhangs were not allowed to exit the road limits, as is the case with other planners, then it would not be possible to find a solution. This illustrates the importance of allowing the overhangs to go over sweepable regions.
We note that the planned path takes the turn on the inside, except when avoiding the obstacle. This is done to minimize the amount of overhang exiting the driving lane.
Remark 1: The proposed planner assumes that a reference path is already obtained. The reference path usually corresponds to the road center, but can also be obtained by using a simplified path planner that determines if obstacles should be avoided by driving through the left or right of them.
C. Improvement of distortion approximations
We present in Fig. 8 a zoomed-in version of a selected planning instance, in which an obstacle is present on the road. The figure shows the position of the vehicle's front right corner, when following the planned path, for different iterations of the SQP. In initial iterations the roughness of approximations makes the vehicle corner intersect the obstacle. However, the SQP iterations improve the accuracy of the approximation, resulting in successful obstacle avoidance.
The results show that the proposed path planner is capable of reducing the amount of overhang exiting the road, resulting in safer driving. Furthermore it is capable of dealing with highly constrained scenarios, where the bus can barely fit. This is achieved making use of approximations which are precise, being both safe and not conservative.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We present a novel path planning framework targeted for buses driving in urban environments. The problem is solved via SQP, benefiting from a successive accuracy improvement of the approximations. The proposed approximations guarantee obstacle avoidance, without being conservative.
The path planner also exploits the special body characteristics of buses, namely the overhangs. Using a new labeling approach, which takes into account low height structures that can be swept by the overhangs, the planner is able to plan paths otherwise impossible when considering a binary classification into obstacle or obstacle free regions.
The authors are confident that the proposed solution can be used in an online fashion, and plan to pursue this in future work. The quality of the vehicle body distortion approximations should be further studied. We believe that the approximation error can be bounded and taken into account, so that all solution paths are guaranteed collision free even during intermediate iterations of the SQP. It is also of interest to tackle the problem of bus stop approach maneuvers, which require stopping at a desired position with high precision. Moreover, the framework will be extended to other vehicle configurations, such as, e.g., articulated buses.
